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Proper Citation

Cell Line Authentication Testing (RRID:SCR_014504)

Resource Information

URL: http://www.celllineauthentication.com/

Proper Citation: Cell Line Authentication Testing (RRID:SCR_014504)

Description: A material analysis service of the commercial organization Genetica DNA Laboratories which provides authentication of human cancer cell lines, stem cell lines and xenografts utilizing STR DNA technology.

Abbreviations: CLA

Synonyms: cell line identification testing; cell authentication, Genetica DNA Laboratories Cell Line Authentication

Resource Type: quality control testing; authentication testing

Defining Citation: PMID:20614197

Keywords: str profiling, cell line authentication, genetica, cancer cell line, stem cell line, xenograft

Availability: Available to the research community, Commercial

Resource Name: Cell Line Authentication Testing

Resource ID: SCR_014504

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for Cell Line Authentication Testing.

No alerts have been found for Cell Line Authentication Testing.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 3 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.

